
Long Term Sexual
Assault Advocacy

Sexual Assault Advanced I I  Training
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Objectives
DISCUSSION POINTS

Identify how trauma affects survivors

long-term

Identify why survivors may need

services long term

Distinguish between crisis counseling vs

long-term advocacy

Discuss tangible ways to provide

effective long-term advocacy
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Why might sexual assault
survivors need long-term

advocacy? 
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Long-term impacts for sexual
assault survivors

Trauma reactions from the abuse may persist
Panic attacks, flashbacks, fear, isolation, lack of sleep, etc..

Loss of housing, employment, and social support
Development of mental health illnesses like PTSD, anxiety,
and/or depression
Coping mechanisms that can be counterproductive (self-
harm, substance use/abuse, eating disorders)
Difficulties maintaining or developing relationships
Reclaiming sexual satisfaction and ownership of one's body
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Survivors may experience triggers, flashback, re-
traumatization, or they have experienced more abuse
They have experienced de-stabilization

loss of housing, loss of job, death of a loved one,
illnesses, loss of relationships, etc...
the event brings back emotions related or similar to
the assault

There's no other support and you are the only one they
trust  or is able to listen

Why may survivors come
back for services? 
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Healing is...
Messy
Not l inear- there are many
ups, downs and stable phases
Takes t ime
Looks different for everyone
Means different things to
everyone
HARD
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LET'S TALK ABOUT
"DIFFICULT CASES"
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Advertised Survivor
Services 

Crisis Counseling
Medical advocacy
Court advocacy
Housing advocacy
Emergency financial and food
assistance
Systems Advocacy
Support Groups
24/7 Crisis Line
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We focus a lot of
our energy in

providing "crisis
counseling"

We want to make sure we cover
basic and safety needs first
It may seem like we have been
working with clients forever while
we achieve this first step,
specially if you are doing
advocacy in different settings
We don't really spend much of
our time talking about the trauma
during this phase
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It's important to
not limit the
number of
sessions we have
with survivors
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What do services look like beyond
crisis counseling/services?
How are long-term advocacy
services being advertised by your
agency? How can we do this
better? 
Do survivors know they can return
to your agency to receive
services, even if they received
services a long time ago? 

Group activity
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Survivors may need support
long-term due to the long lasting
effects of trauma

Healing is dictated by the
survivor and so are sessions

Some survivors may experience
complex trauma and require
more support

Marketing your long-term
services is important!

Reminders
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Thank you!
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